FMIG Program of
Excellence (PoE) Application
OVERALL AWARD
APPLICATIONS ARE DUE APRIL 1, AND CAN BE SUBMITTED ELECTRONICALLY VIA EMAIL TO
POE@AAFP.ORG. YOU MUST USE THIS TEMPLATE FOR YOUR APPLICATION. Please fill in the following:

University of Missouri Columbia
1. Medical School Name: __________________________________________________________________________________________
MU FMIG
2. FMIG Name:___________________________________________________________________________________________________
3. ❍ Main Campus or ❍ Regionally Separated (branch) campus
a: If regionally separated (branch) campus, name:_____________________________________________________________________

394
4. Number of students in your medical school: _________________________________________________________________________
a: If your campus is a regionally separated (branch) campus, number of students on your campus:_____________________________

114
5. Number of active FMIG members: _________________________________________________________________________________
21
6. Number of students serving in FMIG leadership positions:______________________________________________________________
7. Check all that apply:
❑	Our school does not have a department of family medicine.
❑ Our FMIG has minimal support from our state chapter.
❑	Our school has minimal faculty support (i.e. from Dean, Dept. Chair, etc.).
8. Has your FMIG applied for this award in the past:
9. Has your FMIG won this award in the past:

❍ YES

❍ YES

❍ NO

❍ NO

Contact information:

Foster
10. Primary Student Leader Name: __Krystal
__________________________________________________________________________________
11. Primary Student Leader Email Address: __krffz6@health.missouri.edu
___________________________________________________________________________

573-680-6253
12. Primary Student Leader Phone: ___________________________________________________________________________________
Dr. Amanda Allmon
13. FMIG Faculty Advisor Name(s): ___________________________________________________________________________________
14. FMIG Faculty Advisor Email Address: __allmona@health.missouri.edu
_____________________________________________________________________________

573-882-3183
15. FMIG Faculty Advisor Phone: _____________________________________________________________________________________
University of Missouri School of Medicine MA215 Medical Sciences Building, Columbia, MO 65212
16. Institutional Mailing Address: _____________________________________________________________________________________

CONTINUED

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUBMISSION!
EMAIL APPLICATIONS TO:
poe@aafp.org
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FMIG OPERATION
Please answer the following three questions to describe your FMIG’s structure and approach to operation. These questions will help
describe the environment and provide the background for the programming/initiatives/projects section of the application.
17. How is your FMIG structured? What roles do student leaders play?
The leadership structure of MU FMIG includes officers, class representatives, and our faculty advisor. MU FMIG is also
supported by the MU Family Medicine Residency program director and associate directors, and the Family Medicine Medical
Student Program Assistant. However, the leadership of the organization is entirely student driven.
The FMIG Leadership Committee is currently comprised of 21 members who take full responsibility for planning, funding, and
carrying out the activities offered to the community, medical school student body, and the FMIG general membership. These
representatives not only work to plan and implement activities and programming but they also serve as liaisons to inform their
classmates about FMIG activities and events. This allows students to have an opportunity to be involved with event planning
and execution and to gain leadership experience with guidance and partnership from a more experienced class
representative. This structure allows anyone who expresses interest to be involved in the leadership of the organization.
Officers and class representatives are elected each year in the spring. Applications are requested from upcoming M2s, M3s
and M4s. If any officer positions are still vacant in the fall they are offered to M1s and a second round of elections takes
place.
Roles of the officers:
- FMIG Chairs: This year 3 students served as Co-Chairs of the organization. Their roles include arranging leadership
committee and general meetings, making agendas, overseeing the various projects occurring within the group and completing
the necessary paperwork to make sure that the group remains organized. They also act as the key liaisons with the Family
Medicine Department. The Chairs also assist with events as needed to ensure FMIG completes its projects and goals while
allowing the rest of the leadership committee to function as independently as possible.
- Secretary: The secretary's roles include recording minutes for the meetings, informing the leadership committee of upcoming
meetings, helping to promote upcoming events, and maintaining the listserve of active members.
- Treasurer/MSAC representative: The treasurer is responsible for applying for funding through MU's MSAC committee as
well as managing the money received through our various fund-raising opportunities. He provides updates on current financial
standings to the group and helps to determine the budget for activities. He also acts as a liaison with the Family Medicine
Department which generously provides funding for certain FMIG activities.
- Community Outreach Chairs: serve to organize and involve students in Tar Wars, Ready, Set, Fit, Doctors Back to School,
and Harbor House health screenings
- AAFP liaison: The AAFP liaison informs the FMIG students about AAFP and promotes student membership in AAFP. The
AAFP liaison also works with FMIG members to ensure that they become a member of the AAFP; moreover, the liaison keeps
th FMIG group aware of state and national AAFP programs. Finally, this officer organizes the FMIG booth at the annual M1
activities fair to promote awareness of the Family Medicine specialty and the FMIG group to recruit new members.
-Webmaster: The Webmaster helps promote FMIG to current members and prospective students. The Webmaster is tasked
with updating our blog, website, and Facebook page. Using a variety of social media, we are able to publicize upcoming FMIG
events and raise awareness of regional and national primary care related events and issues.

CONTINUED
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18. Describe your FMIG’s mission and goals.
MU FMIG Mission Statement:
MU FMIG strives to increase the understanding and interest in Family Medicine within students at MU and the community. We
accomplish this through seminars, dinner forums, skills labs and service projects for our students, community, and the
mid-Missouri area. We also serve as the liaison between the student body and the MU Family Medicine Department and work
in coordination with them to help promote the values and philosophy of Family Medicine.
MU FMIG Goals:
- Provide information on careers in Family Medicine and its increasing value in the national and global healthcare environment
- Encourage communication and provide an outlet for informal interactions between faculty physicians, community physicians,
family medicine residents, and medical students
- Foster opportunities for mentorship between Family Medicine faculty, residents, and students
- Provide leadership opportunities for students within FMIG and encourage leadership within the community and medical
school
- Facilitate communication regarding the field of Family Medicine through our website, Facebook page, and educational forums
- Provide an innovative environment to learn about topics and skills in Family Medicine
- Practice ideals of the profession of Family Medicine through engaging in service projects and community health education
events
- Inform members of current issues affecting the practice of Family Medicine
- Provide an opportunity for state and national involvement in the Missouri Academy of Family Physicians (MAFP) and the
American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP)

19. Describe the role of your FMIG Faculty Advisor.
MU FMIG has a great relationship with our faculty advisor Dr. Amanda Allmon. She is intimately involved in the various
activities that FMIG is involved with on campus and in the community. She attends most leadership committee meetings and all
the general membership meetings/activities that her schedule allows. Dr. Allmon always strikes a wonderful balance between
being supportive of the group but not overbearing. She is able to provide good insight on which activities might be the most
beneficial and provides information about the resources that are available through the Family Medicine department for various
activities. She truly believes that FMIG should be an integral part in the Medical School and Family Medicine Department. Most
importantly, she helps us identify ways to reach our goals and accomplish our mission so that students and our community
have the opportunity to be exposed to the field of Family Medicine.

FMIG PROGRAMMING, INITIATIVES, AND PROJECTS
In this section of the application, please describe your FMIG programming. Each block of questions should reflect one program, initiative,
or project. In total, you may submit eight programs, initiatives, or projects, meaning that you may fill out the block of questions up to eight
times total to reflect up to eight individual programs, initiatives, or projects.
While there is an eight program/initiative/project maximum, there is NO MINIMUM. You are not required to fill out eight separate entries.
Certain programs can be combined into one entry. For example, National Primary Care Week Celebration can be one programming entry,
and you can describe the week’s activities and how they fit into that initiative.
Questions during the application process can be directed to Sam Carlson at poe@aafp.org or (913) 906-6000, ext. 6722.
CONTINUED
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PROGRAM/PROJECT/INITIATIVE 8
Harbor House Health Screenings and Wellness Education
• Title of FMIG event, project, or initiative:__________________________________________________________________________________________
occur monthly, last screening was on 2/25/15 from 6-8pm
• Date(s) and time(s) held:______________________________________________________________________________________________________

10
• Number of students/student work hours it took to organize:_________________________________________________________________________
6
• Number of students who participated:___________________________________________________________________________________________

•	Choose the categories that apply. Please choose all that apply, but be discerning with your selections. Chosen categories should strongly apply to
your program/initiative/project.

❑ Community service: This is something your FMIG does for the community.
❑ Professional development: This is something your FMIG does to
promote professional and/or leadership development among your
members.

❑	Exposure to family medicine and family physicians: This is something
your FMIG does to expose its members to family physicians in your
medical school or the community.

❑ 	Promoting the value of family medicine as primary care: This is something your FMIG does to tell members about the role of family medicine
in enhancing primary care. This could include the patient-centered
medical home, primary care workforce, National Primary Care Week
Activities, or other collaborations with primary care interest groups.

❑ 	Promoting the scope and diversity of family medicine: What your FMIG
does to educate students and increase their understanding of and
appreciation for the broad range of opportunities in family medicine.

❑
❑
❑
❑

Current issues or innovations in family medicine.
New event for this FMIG.
Significant changes/improvement made on an existing FMIG program.

Collaboration with another campus group.
	Please indicate which group (SNMA, another primary care interest
group, etc.): _______________________________________________

❑ Other:____________________________________________________

•	Please describe the event, project, or initiative. Your answers should reflect the program, its goals and objectives, details about how the idea was generated,
how the program was set up, collaboration or community participation, FMIG leader roles, FMIG Faculty Advisor roles, how family medicine was communicated through the initiative, program execution and student participation, and how your FMIG evaluated success of the program to plan for the future. If this
was an existing program, what changes and improvements did your FMIG make this year? You will have a 750 word count limit for this section.

The Salvation Army Harbor House is a homeless shelter in Columbia, MO. MU FMIG previously provided free quarterly
health screenings to individuals staying at the shelter, but we have expanded the program as described below. The
screenings include blood pressure and random blood glucose measurements. Individuals found to have abnormal values
are referred to MedZou, a free community health clinic for the uninsured managed by University of Missouri- Columbia
medical students, or Family Health Center, a clinic for Medicaid and underinsured patients. Therefore, the screenings
provide an opportunity for collaboration between medical student groups and other community establishments. This project
promotes the preventative nature of Family Medicine in the community, as we are able to detect health abnormalities in a
patient population that would otherwise be difficult to reach, and thus we can refer these individuals for services before the
development of acute health problems.
MU FMIG has performed Harbor House screenings for many years. One to two students were consistently in charge of
scheduling the events and recruiting student volunteers, and four medical student volunteers then performed the screenings.
The medical students do not have to be FMIG members to participate, and thus the screenings are a way to promote our
organization and recruit new members. Approximately twenty individuals are screened at each event. At this time, we are
expanding the program to offer screenings and a wellness education discussions. This past month we discussed stress and
stress management techniques to improve mental health. With this program expansion, we are combining preventative
health screenings with health education in order to improve community health.
This program is evaluated by the FMIG executive board and the program leaders to determine its effectiveness in providing
screenings to vulnerable populations. We also solicit feedback from volunteers. In the future, we plan to improve the health
education aspect of the program. We also hope to expand our patient population as we partner with other organizations in
Columbia, MO to provide services to a larger group of people who have barriers to healthcare.

CONTINUED
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PROGRAM/PROJECT/INITIATIVE 8
Keeping it Rural
• Title of FMIG event, project, or initiative:__________________________________________________________________________________________
March 8, 2016
• Date(s) and time(s) held:______________________________________________________________________________________________________

1 student, 40 hours
• Number of students/student work hours it took to organize:_________________________________________________________________________
1 medical student, 103 high schoolers
• Number of students who participated:___________________________________________________________________________________________

•	Choose the categories that apply. Please choose all that apply, but be discerning with your selections. Chosen categories should strongly apply to
your program/initiative/project.

❑ Community service: This is something your FMIG does for the community.
❑ Professional development: This is something your FMIG does to
promote professional and/or leadership development among your
members.

❑	Exposure to family medicine and family physicians: This is something
your FMIG does to expose its members to family physicians in your
medical school or the community.

❑ 	Promoting the value of family medicine as primary care: This is something your FMIG does to tell members about the role of family medicine
in enhancing primary care. This could include the patient-centered
medical home, primary care workforce, National Primary Care Week
Activities, or other collaborations with primary care interest groups.

❑ 	Promoting the scope and diversity of family medicine: What your FMIG
does to educate students and increase their understanding of and
appreciation for the broad range of opportunities in family medicine.

❑
❑
❑
❑

Current issues or innovations in family medicine.
New event for this FMIG.
Significant changes/improvement made on an existing FMIG program.

Collaboration with another campus group.
	Please indicate which group (SNMA, another primary care interest
group, etc.): _______________________________________________

❑ Other:____________________________________________________

•	Please describe the event, project, or initiative. Your answers should reflect the program, its goals and objectives, details about how the idea was generated,
how the program was set up, collaboration or community participation, FMIG leader roles, FMIG Faculty Advisor roles, how family medicine was communicated through the initiative, program execution and student participation, and how your FMIG evaluated success of the program to plan for the future. If this
was an existing program, what changes and improvements did your FMIG make this year? You will have a 750 word count limit for this section.

This is a new program for our FMIG. Missouri is a mostly rural state and we have a shortage of rural primary care. One way
we are trying to combat this shortage is to encourage students from rural areas to go into medicine. Medical students from
rural areas are more likely to practice in a rural setting. We have a medical student volunteer that is very passionate about
rural medicine and she initiated this program. The medical student volunteer developed a presentation about her journey to
becoming a doctor. She is from a rural area in Missouri and wanted to show the children that it is possible to be from a rural
area and become a doctor. During the presentation, she also discussed myths about debt and explained the process of
becoming a doctor. Another aspect of her presentation focused on how the high school students can get involved in their
local community and the local AHEC (Area Health Education Center). She went to four rural Missouri high schools and gave
her presentation to approximately 103 high school students. Pre and post surveys were given to the students to determine
the effectiveness of the program. The post surveys showed that the program was successful. Also, all the schools asked her
to come back next year.
The goal of this program was to introduce high school students in rural areas to careers in medicine and to encourage them
to think about becoming a doctor. Some things that went well were coordination with the schools and the schools' willingness
to participate. Some things to improve for next year is to reach more schools, arranging to have a projector ready, and
knowing how many students will attend so as to have enough surveys ready.

CONTINUED
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PROGRAM/PROJECT/INITIATIVE 8
OB initiatives: Post-partum hemorrhage managment
• Title of FMIG event, project, or initiative:__________________________________________________________________________________________
1/13/16 6-8
• Date(s) and time(s) held:______________________________________________________________________________________________________

1 student, 4 hours
• Number of students/student work hours it took to organize:_________________________________________________________________________
15 students, 2 Family Medicine attendings,
• Number of students who participated:___________________________________________________________________________________________

•	Choose the categories that apply. Please choose all that apply, but be discerning with your selections. Chosen categories should strongly apply to
your program/initiative/project.

❑ Community service: This is something your FMIG does for the community.
❑ Professional development: This is something your FMIG does to
promote professional and/or leadership development among your
members.

❑	Exposure to family medicine and family physicians: This is something
your FMIG does to expose its members to family physicians in your
medical school or the community.

❑ 	Promoting the value of family medicine as primary care: This is something your FMIG does to tell members about the role of family medicine
in enhancing primary care. This could include the patient-centered
medical home, primary care workforce, National Primary Care Week
Activities, or other collaborations with primary care interest groups.

❑ 	Promoting the scope and diversity of family medicine: What your FMIG
does to educate students and increase their understanding of and
appreciation for the broad range of opportunities in family medicine.

❑
❑
❑
❑

Current issues or innovations in family medicine.
New event for this FMIG.
Significant changes/improvement made on an existing FMIG program.

Collaboration with another campus group.
	Please indicate which group (SNMA, another primary care interest
group, etc.): _______________________________________________

❑ Other:____________________________________________________

•	Please describe the event, project, or initiative. Your answers should reflect the program, its goals and objectives, details about how the idea was generated,
how the program was set up, collaboration or community participation, FMIG leader roles, FMIG Faculty Advisor roles, how family medicine was communicated through the initiative, program execution and student participation, and how your FMIG evaluated success of the program to plan for the future. If this
was an existing program, what changes and improvements did your FMIG make this year? You will have a 750 word count limit for this section.

This event was a continuation of our OB Skills labs. In the past we have covered perineal lacerations and the ALSO course.
Our OB skills labs are designed to introduce medical students to advanced obstetrics care and expose medical students to
Family Medicine residents and faculty. Prior to beginning the simulations two Family Medicine faculty who specialize in OB
care gave mini lectures. These lectures covered basics of labor and delivery and post-partum hemorrhage. This allowed the
students to get in the mindset of labor and delivery and ask questions before starting the simulations. It was also very helpful
for first and second years who have not had much experience with labor and delivery. After the mini-lectures the students ran
through a normal labor and delivery on the mannequins. Again, this was most helpful for younger students but was also a
good review for older students. Next, the students did post-partum hemorrhage simulations. During the simulations they also
practiced estimating blood loss. The students thought this aspect was very helpful. The family medicine department supplied
the training materials and staff to lead the workshop. The students appreciated the opportunity to interact with faculty and
residents in a relaxed environment.
One student leader recruited family medicine faculty and residents to lead the sessions and worked with them to develop the
workshop curriculum. Through the workshop, students gained insight into the variety of ways that OB can be integrated into a
family medicine practice. They also were exposed to OB skills and had an opportunity to practice the new skills with
supervision.
These programs met their goals to expose medical students to OB skills and introduce them to family medicine staff. We
believe that family medicine faculty involvement is vital so that students can become familiar with family medicine staff at MU.
In addition, the family medicine faculty provided insight into their practices and lifestyle, which was essential for students to
gain knowledge about the variety of practice models within family medicine. Both students and workshop leaders thought that
the workshops were a good use of their time. We plan to continue to offer the courses in the future and offer other OB
courses. We will continue to involve family medicine faculty and hope to include residents in the future. In the future, we would
like to attract more students as well.

CONTINUED
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PROGRAM/PROJECT/INITIATIVE 8
FMIG Fall BBQ and Planning Session
• Title of FMIG event, project, or initiative:__________________________________________________________________________________________
August 7, 2014, 5:30-8 pm
• Date(s) and time(s) held:______________________________________________________________________________________________________

3 students, 8 hours to organize
• Number of students/student work hours it took to organize:_________________________________________________________________________
25 MU students, 5 residents, 1 attending
• Number of students who participated:___________________________________________________________________________________________

•	Choose the categories that apply. Please choose all that apply, but be discerning with your selections. Chosen categories should strongly apply to
your program/initiative/project.

❑ Community service: This is something your FMIG does for the community.
❑ Professional development: This is something your FMIG does to
promote professional and/or leadership development among your
members.

❑	Exposure to family medicine and family physicians: This is something
your FMIG does to expose its members to family physicians in your
medical school or the community.

❑ 	Promoting the value of family medicine as primary care: This is something your FMIG does to tell members about the role of family medicine
in enhancing primary care. This could include the patient-centered
medical home, primary care workforce, National Primary Care Week
Activities, or other collaborations with primary care interest groups.

❑ 	Promoting the scope and diversity of family medicine: What your FMIG
does to educate students and increase their understanding of and
appreciation for the broad range of opportunities in family medicine.

❑
❑
❑
❑

Current issues or innovations in family medicine.
New event for this FMIG.
Significant changes/improvement made on an existing FMIG program.

Collaboration with another campus group.
	Please indicate which group (SNMA, another primary care interest
group, etc.): _______________________________________________

❑ Other:____________________________________________________

•	Please describe the event, project, or initiative. Your answers should reflect the program, its goals and objectives, details about how the idea was generated,
how the program was set up, collaboration or community participation, FMIG leader roles, FMIG Faculty Advisor roles, how family medicine was communicated through the initiative, program execution and student participation, and how your FMIG evaluated success of the program to plan for the future. If this
was an existing program, what changes and improvements did your FMIG make this year? You will have a 750 word count limit for this section.

For the past several years, we have hosted a back to school leadership BBQ for medical students interested in FMIG
involvement. Previously, we used the BBQ as a time for existing leadership to come together and plan events for the year.
This year, we improved the program and invited residents and faculty as well as new medical students. In this way, we were
to able to increase interactions between residents and students at the start of the year.
The three FMIG co-chairs worked in coordination with the FMIG advisor to plan and facilitate the FMIG BBQ. The co-chairs
coordinated food and activities for the evening and lead the leadership meeting. They also advertised the meeting to all
medical school classes and members of the family medicine residency program.
At the beginning of the event, students and residents had the opportunity to interact with one another during the meal time. It
was a great opportunity for older students to re-connect with other students after a summer of different experiences. In
addition, it was a good opportunity to hear from several residents about the MU residency program, application process, and
suggestions for medical school. We also had the opportunity to discuss life-family balance, academic vs community
residencies, and practice models with the residents and attending.
After a time of socializing, we moved into the business aspect of the meeting. Both students and residents participated. We
discussed events from previous years and ways to improve each to remain current and relevant to the medical students. We
also discussed ways to improve interactions between students and family medicine residents and faculty. Event leaders
recruited new medical students to help organize and facilitate events.
The Fall BBQ was improved to increase student and resident interaction and was a success this year. In the future, we plan
to continue the Fall BBQ. To improve the event, we will focus advertising to medical students to include the opportunity to
network with residents and faculty.

CONTINUED
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PROGRAM/PROJECT/INITIATIVE 8
Ronald McDonald House Dinners
• Title of FMIG event, project, or initiative:__________________________________________________________________________________________
9/9/15, 10/21/15, 11/18/15, 12/9/15, 1/6/16, 2/3/16, 3/9/16, 4/6/16
• Date(s) and time(s) held:______________________________________________________________________________________________________

7 student work hours for each event, 56 hours total
• Number of students/student work hours it took to organize:_________________________________________________________________________
3-4 students per event
• Number of students who participated:___________________________________________________________________________________________

•	Choose the categories that apply. Please choose all that apply, but be discerning with your selections. Chosen categories should strongly apply to
your program/initiative/project.

❑ Community service: This is something your FMIG does for the community.
❑ Professional development: This is something your FMIG does to
promote professional and/or leadership development among your
members.

❑	Exposure to family medicine and family physicians: This is something
your FMIG does to expose its members to family physicians in your
medical school or the community.

❑ 	Promoting the value of family medicine as primary care: This is something your FMIG does to tell members about the role of family medicine
in enhancing primary care. This could include the patient-centered
medical home, primary care workforce, National Primary Care Week
Activities, or other collaborations with primary care interest groups.

❑ 	Promoting the scope and diversity of family medicine: What your FMIG
does to educate students and increase their understanding of and
appreciation for the broad range of opportunities in family medicine.

❑
❑
❑
❑

Current issues or innovations in family medicine.
New event for this FMIG.
Significant changes/improvement made on an existing FMIG program.

Collaboration with another campus group.
	Please indicate which group (SNMA, another primary care interest
group, etc.): _______________________________________________

❑ Other:____________________________________________________

•	Please describe the event, project, or initiative. Your answers should reflect the program, its goals and objectives, details about how the idea was generated,
how the program was set up, collaboration or community participation, FMIG leader roles, FMIG Faculty Advisor roles, how family medicine was communicated through the initiative, program execution and student participation, and how your FMIG evaluated success of the program to plan for the future. If this
was an existing program, what changes and improvements did your FMIG make this year? You will have a 750 word count limit for this section.

The Ronald McDonald House is a charity that offers discounted or free housing for families whose children are admitted to a
nearby hospital. Once monthly, MU FMIG purchases, prepares, and serves dinner at the Ronald McDonald House in
Columbia, MO for approximately 25-30 family members currently residing there. The goal of the RMH dinners is to provide
free meals for families that are away from home and under intense stress due to the illness of a child. The project has been a
success thus far, primarily because the families appreciate the prepared meals. Also, this project allows many FMIG
members to get involved in the chapter, as the volunteer team varies from month to month based on availability of members.
Our FMIG chooses to continue this project each year, because RMH charities promote the importance of family in the healing
of a patient, and we feel that this emphasis on family is aligned with the values of Family Medicine and FMIG.
One primary FMIG member organizes the dinners and shops for supplies each month, and then three or four FMIG members
volunteer to prepare the food in the Ronald McDonald House kitchen on the evening of the event. Approximately 20-25 family
members are served at each dinner. Providing RMH dinners is a long-standing community service project executed by the
MU FMIG chapter. This year, we improved the dinners by reserving dates for the dinners at the beginning of the academic
year, in order to ensure that sufficient volunteers were available for each event. The project is sustainable because RMH
remains a valuable resource for patients’ families, and volunteers are always needed at the facility. Our FMIG plans to
continue the project next year, and we will attempt to improve the program by providing more variety in the dishes that we
serve and involving students outside FMIG.
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PROGRAM/PROJECT/INITIATIVE 8
Family Medicine Residency Fair
• Title of FMIG event, project, or initiative:__________________________________________________________________________________________
October 19, 2015
• Date(s) and time(s) held:______________________________________________________________________________________________________

1 coordinator, 2 volunteers, 50 volunteer hours
• Number of students/student work hours it took to organize:_________________________________________________________________________
20
• Number of students who participated:___________________________________________________________________________________________

•	Choose the categories that apply. Please choose all that apply, but be discerning with your selections. Chosen categories should strongly apply to
your program/initiative/project.

❑ Community service: This is something your FMIG does for the community.
❑ Professional development: This is something your FMIG does to
promote professional and/or leadership development among your
members.

❑	Exposure to family medicine and family physicians: This is something
your FMIG does to expose its members to family physicians in your
medical school or the community.

❑ 	Promoting the value of family medicine as primary care: This is something your FMIG does to tell members about the role of family medicine
in enhancing primary care. This could include the patient-centered
medical home, primary care workforce, National Primary Care Week
Activities, or other collaborations with primary care interest groups.

❑ 	Promoting the scope and diversity of family medicine: What your FMIG
does to educate students and increase their understanding of and
appreciation for the broad range of opportunities in family medicine.

❑
❑
❑
❑

Current issues or innovations in family medicine.
New event for this FMIG.
Significant changes/improvement made on an existing FMIG program.

Collaboration with another campus group.
	Please indicate which group (SNMA, another primary care interest
group, etc.): _______________________________________________

❑ Other:____________________________________________________

•	Please describe the event, project, or initiative. Your answers should reflect the program, its goals and objectives, details about how the idea was generated,
how the program was set up, collaboration or community participation, FMIG leader roles, FMIG Faculty Advisor roles, how family medicine was communicated through the initiative, program execution and student participation, and how your FMIG evaluated success of the program to plan for the future. If this
was an existing program, what changes and improvements did your FMIG make this year? You will have a 750 word count limit for this section.

This is the second year for our Family Medicine Residency Fair. The goal of the residency fair is to increase student exposure
to family medicine and to residency programs besides our own. Five residency programs attended this year. They were
Mizzou, SLU, Cox Health, SIU Quincy, and SIU Carbondale. The residency programs sent their residency coordinator and 2-4
residents each. The fair took place the atrium of our medical student from 10 am to 2 am. It was set up at this time to allow
maximum exposure to students, allow time for travel, and to not waste the residency programs' time. Two student volunteers
waited at the parking garage to guide programs to the atrium. Each program was given a table for their display. Each
residency program also had a sign in sheet and raffle tickets for students who stopped by their table. After visiting the
programs, students turned in their raffle tickets for a chance to win various door prizes. There was also a table manned by two
student volunteers that had snacks and information for the students. We provided lunch for the programs and gave them a
survey at the end of the fair. All four guest programs indicated that they would like to return next year. They all appreciated
the snacks and lunch.
The date of the residency fair was changed from spring to fall this year due to responses from the surveys last year. In the
future, we will ask for the residency programs input before finalizing a date. We also hope to talk to more programs at the
AAFP national conference to try to get more programs to come next year. In the future we hope to do more advertising to
attract more students. We will also try to schedule the fair for a day when the second years are not in lecture all day. This will
be difficult due to the need to schedule very far in advance.
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PROGRAM/PROJECT/INITIATIVE 8
FMIG Dinner Forum
• Title of FMIG event, project, or initiative:__________________________________________________________________________________________
11/5/14 6pm, 4/8/16
• Date(s) and time(s) held:______________________________________________________________________________________________________

1 student, 5 hours
• Number of students/student work hours it took to organize:_________________________________________________________________________
15 students, 3 resident, 10 Faculty members
• Number of students who participated:___________________________________________________________________________________________

•	Choose the categories that apply. Please choose all that apply, but be discerning with your selections. Chosen categories should strongly apply to
your program/initiative/project.

❑ Community service: This is something your FMIG does for the community.
❑ Professional development: This is something your FMIG does to
promote professional and/or leadership development among your
members.

❑	Exposure to family medicine and family physicians: This is something
your FMIG does to expose its members to family physicians in your
medical school or the community.

❑ 	Promoting the value of family medicine as primary care: This is something your FMIG does to tell members about the role of family medicine
in enhancing primary care. This could include the patient-centered
medical home, primary care workforce, National Primary Care Week
Activities, or other collaborations with primary care interest groups.

❑ 	Promoting the scope and diversity of family medicine: What your FMIG
does to educate students and increase their understanding of and
appreciation for the broad range of opportunities in family medicine.

❑
❑
❑
❑

Current issues or innovations in family medicine.
New event for this FMIG.
Significant changes/improvement made on an existing FMIG program.

Collaboration with another campus group.
	Please indicate which group (SNMA, another primary care interest
group, etc.): _______________________________________________

❑ Other:____________________________________________________

•	Please describe the event, project, or initiative. Your answers should reflect the program, its goals and objectives, details about how the idea was generated,
how the program was set up, collaboration or community participation, FMIG leader roles, FMIG Faculty Advisor roles, how family medicine was communicated through the initiative, program execution and student participation, and how your FMIG evaluated success of the program to plan for the future. If this
was an existing program, what changes and improvements did your FMIG make this year? You will have a 750 word count limit for this section.

Fall Dinner Forum is a yearly event where current topics in family medicine are discussed over a meal provided through our
FMIG budget. The spring dinner forum is funded by the Family Medicine Department. This year we invited University of
Missouri family medicine physicians with fellowship training or unique focuses of practice to speak about some of their
experiences and allowed questions from medical students. We invited family medicine physicians, residents, and medical
students to the event. Ten faculty attended the event. Some of the focus areas represented include, sports medicine, OB,
addiction medicine, geriatrics, and academia. Three residents attended the event and 15 students attended the event. The
event was set up to allow about 30 minutes of open conversation and time for eating, and then the rest of the event was
conducted in a Q&A style discussion. We also had at least one attending at each table during dinner. This allowed students
to have almost one on one interactions with the faculty. The goals of this event were to open up discussion between faculty
and students about the different opportunities for further training either during residency or following completion of residency
training. This program was improved from last year because more students attended, more faculty attended, and there was
more opportunity for faculty/student interaction.
We are organizing the spring dinner forum at this time and plan to have a physician discuss direct primary care. Past topics
have included providing preventative care at the various levels (local, state, national) of family medicine, the Affordable Care
Act, subspecialties within family medicine, an options for a career in Family Medicine. The forums provide a great opportunity
for medical students to interact with faculty, while learning about important health care issues. The forums also provide a
recruitment opportunity for our group, as many of the attendees are not current FMIG members. Next year, we hope to
increase dinner forum advertisement so that more students attend the event.
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PROGRAM/PROJECT/INITIATIVE 8
Brown Bag Lunches
• Title of FMIG event, project, or initiative:__________________________________________________________________________________________
9/2/15, 10/14/15, 11/5/15, 1/27/16, 3/21/16,
• Date(s) and time(s) held:______________________________________________________________________________________________________

2 students, 10 hours
• Number of students/student work hours it took to organize:_________________________________________________________________________
20-30 per event
• Number of students who participated:___________________________________________________________________________________________

•	Choose the categories that apply. Please choose all that apply, but be discerning with your selections. Chosen categories should strongly apply to
your program/initiative/project.

❑ Community service: This is something your FMIG does for the community.
❑ Professional development: This is something your FMIG does to
promote professional and/or leadership development among your
members.

❑	Exposure to family medicine and family physicians: This is something
your FMIG does to expose its members to family physicians in your
medical school or the community.

❑ 	Promoting the value of family medicine as primary care: This is something your FMIG does to tell members about the role of family medicine
in enhancing primary care. This could include the patient-centered
medical home, primary care workforce, National Primary Care Week
Activities, or other collaborations with primary care interest groups.

❑ 	Promoting the scope and diversity of family medicine: What your FMIG
does to educate students and increase their understanding of and
appreciation for the broad range of opportunities in family medicine.

❑
❑
❑
❑

Current issues or innovations in family medicine.
New event for this FMIG.
Significant changes/improvement made on an existing FMIG program.

Collaboration with another campus group.
	Please indicate which group (SNMA, another primary care interest
group, etc.): _______________________________________________

❑ Other:____________________________________________________

•	Please describe the event, project, or initiative. Your answers should reflect the program, its goals and objectives, details about how the idea was generated,
how the program was set up, collaboration or community participation, FMIG leader roles, FMIG Faculty Advisor roles, how family medicine was communicated through the initiative, program execution and student participation, and how your FMIG evaluated success of the program to plan for the future. If this
was an existing program, what changes and improvements did your FMIG make this year? You will have a 750 word count limit for this section.

We have had five Brown Bag Lunches so far during the academic year 2015-2016 with another one scheduled for March.
These events are an opportunity to explore topics of interest that are related to Family Medicine over an informal lunch
presentation or discussion. At the first Brown Bag lunch of the year, a survey was distributed to those in attendance to
determine what topics our FMIG members were most interested in learning more about. We have had this program for several
years but it has not been very active recently. This year we have increased the frequency, improved the programming, and
increased the number of attendees. We have also tried to increase our presence on campus by working with other interest
groups.
1. Intro to Family Medicine: Watched a video from AAFP featuring former AAFP President, Dr. Reid Blackwater, who answered
students’ questions on topics such as direct primary care and patient satisfaction metrics, and offered advice to students
interested in family medicine. Discussion followed the video.
2. Presentation on Loan Repayment Programs: A representative from the Missouri Primary Care Association presented on
various loan repayment program options such as the National Health Service Corps and the PRIMO program. The speaker
provided lunch for those in attendance.
3. Street Medicine: Providing Healthcare for the Homeless: A Medical Student gave a presentation about his experience doing
an elective rotation with Operation Safety Net in Pittsburgh. This was a joint event with the MedZou (student-run free clinic)
Interest Group.
4. Advocacy in Family Medicine:Dr. Peter Koopman, current president of the MO Academy of Family Physicians, presented on
topics including what comes after the shelving of meaningful use, the status of Medicaid expansion, direct primary care, and
telehealth in MO.
5. Baby Friendly Designation and Breastfeeding Support: Dr. Barnes from the OB/GYN department will be talking about the
University’s Baby Friendly Certification, as well as breastfeeding and women’s health in regards to socioeconomic status. Two
related articles have been distributed for participants to read before attending the talk. This is a joint event with the FMIG, Peds,
OB/GYN, and Public Health Interest Groups.

